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Subject: Issues Regarding Transfers to Tenure Stations and Non-territorial Circles-
Certain changes for facilitating bettey'management of Soft Tenure Areas.

This o{Iice has been engaged with transfer and postings at All India level within
the ambit of BSNL Employee Transfer Policy. It is to be noted that with an aim to
facilitate penetration of telecom services in difficult and remote areas across ttre
countqr,''the policy has further been calibrated to encourage executives to join in
such areas which have been specifically designated as Hard Tenure, Semi-Hard
Tenure and Soft Tenure areas.

While working out postings of executives across the different Circles, in
normal tenure areas and soft tenure areas, two specific problems emanating from
inequitable situations have been noted viz. effect on tentrre brbak(in case of soft
tenure) & counting of Circle tenure w.r.t. Non Territorial Circles and the city based
Circles.

The management has considered these issues in the backdrop of the existing
arrangements w.r.t. postings in various tenure regions and decided to bring into
operation the following changes w.r.t. the facilities, entitlements, tehure period, the
consideration of circle tenure, etc., as fioted below:-

A. SoIt tenure- Tenure, Tenure break & facllities:
Soft tenure regions in any Circle will have a fixed tenure of 3 (three) years.
Further changes w.r.t. these regions are as below:-

t. The soft tenure'stations in no case be more than 3 years.

2 For outside executives, a posting in soft tenure areas of other circle
will result in.break of Circle tenure. ...

While for those fro:n within the Circle, only the length.of soft tenure
posting be deducted from fheir overall Circle tenure. (However,. a
posting beyond three years shall count with the circle tenure itself)

1.

11.

3. For executives from outside the circle, retention of service tblephone
connection at the declared residence in the previous Circle'in case
family is not shifted for stay in the soft tentrre area of another Circle.

Note:- Afi,er seruing in sofi teru4re area, the executiue shall not, so far as feasible,
be ttansfened from a stationfor a period of 2 gears.
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arrnortJJffily"t with the above approval, the counring of tenure for reporting totaken:- - w'r't' posting in renure circles.t.., Ib;fi;;;;ilrs have ro be

(i) Respecti'e Territo;ial circles shall coordinate with Non Territorial circres inprepararion of rhe long stay list/dispo.i,J""*fi", .t.,(ii) After completio" of h;;lirrr. or other ,..rrrr."rreas, jn' the preference ofcircles (3 Nos') being.*.t"i".d uy.*.",riir.",t.r.itory of Non Territoriar circlefor posting(yiz' Erii- in *::_,:lr:r.;;;;r-t*y or wB territory etc.), sha'bespecifically mentioned' Prerogative to post such an executive in the Territorialand Non Tetritoriai nuttttpfitg cir"rJs-iriil;'." preferred area sharl reinainwith BSNL Corporate Ofncei-'-- 
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Provisions in the transfer policy guidelines shalr be superseded to the extentnoted above. ' r--'

The above decisions are effective from the date of the issue of this order.
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